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OBSERVER OBSERVED
From Donald A. Wollheim:-

“The Futurian Society of Sydney is the strongest organisation in Australia.
(And I hope you fellows don't break up - - trouble be damned: the name
Futurians should alone bind you together - - four or five firm friends working
informally under that title can warrant it.) That means in actual truth that the Futurian Society of Sydney is the
strongest science fiction club in the entire Southern Hemisphere of this planet!
“The Futurian Society of New York with three editors charter members and
staunch supporters, controlling directly seven pro science-fiction magazines and with a number of other pros such
as writers and artists S.D. Gottesman, Hugh Raymond, Hannes Bok, etc. is now definitely the strongest science
fiction club ever to exist. That is, the Futurians of New York are the strongest club in the Northern Hemisphere of
this planet!
“Now New York State and Australia are almost exactly opposite each other on
the face of the globe! Take a map and see. Draw a line directly from the Futurian Society of New York to the
Futurian Society of Sydney and it will pass pretty nearly exactly through the centre of the Earth. And that means
that the science fiction world today revolves on a Futurian axis!
“What a thought! Now will you Futurians behave!
“Regarding the FS of NY: Slight reshuffle of officers recently. They now stand:
John B. Michel, Director; Leslie Perri (Mrs. Frederik Pohl), Secretary; Donald A. Wollheim, Treasurer; Cyril
Kornbluth, Official Editor; and Robert W. Lowndes, Member-at-Large.”
From Frederik Pohl:-

“Glad to hear you've been able to get copies of Astonishing and Super
Science - - and gladder to hear your opinions of them. Have you been getting
the more recent issues? I think you'll find an improvement in them, if you have - particularly in the artwork. We had four artists represented in the February issue of Astonishing, the first issue
that is - - and not one of them is working for us any more. Lasker and Dan just petered out, Eron is now
illustrating for several other science fiction magazines, and Binder - - well, Binder is a fine artists, particularly on
covers, but he works for a comic magazine firm, and therefore just can't be depended on to get his material in by
deadline.
“Instead of those four, we're now using a bunch of brand-new, good artists - Thorp, Mayorge, Waxler, Dun, Bok, Marxonnette, Giunta, and several others (you may know the names of the last
three of them, at least, because they're science fiction fans as well as artists) - - and also Leo Morey.”
and from David R. Evans comes - - RESOLUTION.
“A successful rocket would not be bothered when encountering small pieces of
flying matter when out in space because the “skin” of the ship would be highly tempered and tough causing the
missiles to bounce off and leaving the good rocket ship to advance unhampered on its thrilling journey. Now, on
the other hand, a “thin-skinned” vessel might arrive, with lots of luck, at its destination hopelessly buckled and
battered if it encountered a few of these stray little meteorites. Of course, we all realise that the “thinskinned” one
is unsuitable for the job although it has good machinery inside. We all know what would happen if a small
meteorite smashed the skin of the brave but puny “skinskinned” rocket ship out in space. We would not like to be
in it, would we? What a horrible death! And all because of that damned treacherous thin skin. The Futurian
Society of Sydney is like the brave yet puny rocket ship. The Society has some good “works” within but it is
hampered because of its thin skin. It cannot easily throw off tiny missiles which it encounters and it balls battered
and beaten, just because it hasn't a good tough skin.
“Let us resolve, in the name of advanced science, that in the coming year, we
will clothe the good machinery of the Futurian Society of Sydney with a good strong, highly tempered and
gleaming skin and advance as all good rockets do. Not until then can we glory in the wealth of knowledge and
happiness which is surely waiting for us at our destination. Onward! Look up, not back! Onward! Unhampered!”
- - - David R. Evans

From Colin Roden:- “You want criticism. There's nothing to criticise. Keep the columns. I've been waiting for
something like that. Glad to hear Ronnie and Noel have made it up. (Or is that just propaganda?)” No, definitely
NOT propaganda - - OBS.
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Sometime ago we wrote to “Martian” whose letter appeared in the “Sun” supporting the pleas for a pro
mag. Here is the reply from E. Ashley of Bondi (dated May 12the, 1940). “I have been very busy during the past
few days - - that accounts for the delay in replying to your letter. I also am employed on newspaper work - - DT - night work.
“With reference to becoming a member of the Futurian Society of Sydney, you must count me out.
“I am interested in science fiction but am not a fan. My purpose in writing the letter to the “Sun” was to
point out the difficulties to be met in trying to start a good magazine here. But that part of my letter was subbed.
“I said that an Australian publisher would have difficulty in getting good material even if Australians
could write it. The Australian rate of payment is about one guinea per 1000 words. The American rate is a
minimum of one cent a word, which works out at about 2/1/8 per 1000 words, plus 25.5 per cent, exchange. So
why worry about an Australian science fiction mag. That's from the writer's viewpoint of course. Furthermore,
American editors treat writers as they should be treated. I have met and had experience with many Australian
editors. But the least said the better.
“However, I wish your society hearty good wishes and thank you for your kind invitation,
Yours sincerely,

E. Ashley.

From Vol Molesworth: “I wish to announce the reformation of the Australian Press, which issued the
now-extinct Luna & the first issue of Cosmos. The new “Luna-ised” Cosmos will be
issued by it and perhaps, also an other magazine. Sole editor and publisher: Vol
Molesworth, the next Oz is due in February 1941, but it may be out before then. Or if not, then my new
companion magazine will. I am very pleased with the last Oz. . .that spell in hospital evidently revitalised my
fandomania. I think I will be using multi-coloured mimeoing in my next mag, possibly green and red. Le Zombie
announced COSMIC ARGOSY, to be issued soon. Am I wild! It was a name I thought of using once, but never
got around to it. Only mine was COSMIC ARGONAUTS... Ghu knows what Oz' companion will be called if it
appears... I don't!”
And later from the same source came this:

“I see you are wanting letters for Obs Anniversary Issue.
Well, tack this on to my statement regarding the reformation
of the Australian Press... Wm. Veney is now a participant as
Ass. And Contrib. Editor of Oz and negotiations with Hockley and Taylor are under way. Ronny Levy's said
“yes”, “no”, “maybe”, “perhaps” and finally “yes” but we'll wait for his official statement. Finally, what says
BFC?” (What do I say? A definite NO, Vol! - bfc – OBS.)
Quote from a letter received from Graham Stone received when he was in Adelaide – sorry, that should be
Adelaide: “As Ron Levy said at that meeting, everything will be all right until the next feud!”
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ITEMS:-

Many thanks to Olon F. Wiggins for his kindness in replacing copies of “Science Fiction
Fan” lost in the mails. We appreciate this fine gesture from OFW. . .”Metropolis” was
recently revived in Sydney but owing to unfortunate circumstances the Sydney Futurians missed
it. (Details next issue.). . .Mr. H. Pinnock, BAA councilor, was photographed by the Sydney “Daily Telegraph” for
16/1/41 in connection with the Cunningham comet. . .Graham Stone, new Sydneyite, has returned from a trip to
Adelaide – plus 23 mags – mainly back issues of the old mags. . .Apologies to the Denvention Committee for the
delay in the issuance of a Denvention Observer. . .LOST: “1,000,000 B.C.” Finder please notify FSS care of this
magazine. Believed to have been mixed up among the network of suburban theatres. . .Ron Levy is away on
holidays; correspondents (if any) please note! Ron, we expect, will be back in about two weeks. . .Vol Molesworth
has turned pro. A double spread of pictures plus information on rocketry by him will be featured in a coming issue
of “Pix” under the title “Rocket Engines in Warplanes”. (February 15th correct date.) He is also collaborating with
artist Ralph Colville (he drew the cover of the first issue of Luna) on a semi-stf comic strip named “Strato-man”.
This latter may appear in either the “Worlds news” or “Sunday Sun Supplement”. . .No, dear readers, Obs will not
continue to appear in elite type! . .
0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0-0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0

NOTICE TO WOG HOCKLEY:- Explain please, what was meant by “Melbention in 1942” printed in
the latest issue of “Melbourne Bulletin”.
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ONE YEAR OF OBSERVER
Following are a few specially selected
reprints from our first year of publication. We
hope they prove interesting to those who have
missed earlier issues. The comparisons made in
some cases may prove interesting to fans who
have read those earlier issues.
From Obs. No.1. (15th January, 1940.) “Now
in the making and soon to appear --- “1,000,000
B.C.” a film dealing with early man's existence.
(“1,000,000 B.C.” was eventually released in
October - - a mere ten months afterwards!)

has arrived. The release of these magazines has been
delayed, 'because', say different bookstall
proprietors, 'the government is printing inserts for
them, requesting readers to subscribe to British
magazines'. We wonder if that could mean that
reprints are soon to be released in Australia as
From Obs. No.3. (12th February.) “Alarm reports from other sources have indicated.”
arose in Sydney circles recently when Marshall L.
MacLennan failed to reply to letters. Fears felt for
From Obs. No.14. (14th July.) “Confusing
his support to fandom were wiped out when Charles reports as to when the last shipment of American
La Coste was favoured with a letter from Marshall.” pulp magazines would be released have been made
(Well, we have since learned that we are lucky to several times in the past few weeks. About a dozen
receive a letter from Marshall once in three months. . different bookstall agents are making these mixed
.HFC's last from him is dated 7th August. We have reports. One said he would be receiving magazines
been informed from Melbourne to expect a reply any till October. Even Gordon and Gotch Ltd. who have
time now – Marshall still suffers under the burden of had a lot to do with the banning of magazines cannot
extensive studies.)
give us accurate information!”
From Obs. No.5. (11th March.) “From the
Rambler. Slight correction to my article in your third
issue. I've discovered the FSS has eight members at
the time, not nine. The error occurred over Mr. La
Coste who has not yet been elected to membership.
(He soon will be – OBS.)” (Soon will be! Mr. La
Coste became a member only very recently. He too,
is greatly inconvenienced by a lack of necessary time
required for clubs etc.)

From Obs No.15. (28th July.) “New National
Organisation Formed.” This went on to tell of a
meeting between Bondi Junction and Randwick fans
which resulted in the formation of the Futurian
Association of Australia. William D. Veney became
president and Eric F. Russell the secretary. The list of
Honourary Members decided was BFC, Charles La
Coste, Marshall L. MacLennan, Charles S.
Mustchin, and H. Pinnock. In No.17. William
Veney's resignation was announced. He handed over
the FAA to Eric Russell until new officers were
elected. In Cosmos Russell stated that he had to
postpone activity until after the Anniversary Ultra &
the December Ultra has since been released. Well,
Eric, when can we expect to hear of the FAA again?

From Obs. No.5. again. From Moxon
interview: “OBS: Are there any prospects of a
Brisbane magazine? Moxon: Yes” (No crack is
intended here but it's interesting to note that of any
Australian stf fan project this one has received the
most hold-ups such that it is now almost a year since
it was first announced. We have been informed to That's all the reprint. We did not intend to go past
expect the mag any time now. But not within the No.15. The rest being too recent.................................
next month as Associate Editor BFC has the
0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0
manuscripts for checking.)
From Obs. No.7. Following we quote
headlines only. “Restrictions on Pulp Imports.” From
Obs No.8. (21st April.) ”Science Fiction Magazines
Banned!” From Obs No.9. (5th May.) “Latest On
The ban.” “Fan Action!” another from No.8.
“Australian Fandom Carries On!”From Obs No.12.
“Ban On Magazines: The ban on American
magazines is now in operation and the last shipment

From Ronald B. Levy: “Having seen Vol's letter
while still on stencil I would
like to make it clear that there
has been no mention of any kind made to me
regarding the Austra-Luna Press. What I said “yes”,
“no”, “maybe”, “perhaps”, and finally “yes” to was
the Futurian Press.
(cont. elsewhere.)
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INTERVIEW
Two more interviews this issue, being
with Charles La Coste and Graham Stone, our
questions being of timely interest to Australian
fans. Their answers, we are sure, will prove
interesting to all. C.La.C. is first victim.

OBS:

What did you think of the Sydney
Conference? Do you think the decisions
arrived at are a suitable basis for a club?

CLC:

Yes, I think the decisions were most suitable.

OBS:

Do you think the FSS should sponsor a
national organisation as has been suggested
in certain quarters?

G S:

I knew of fans and an organisation but could
not get in touch with them. I also
investigated the old SSFL.

CLC:

A national organisation should be affiliated
with the FSS but with different executives.

OBS:

What was your impression of the Sydney
Conference?

OBS:

Do you think the present fan group in
Sydney will stand the test of time, or do you
think it will scatter eventually as did the old
SSFL?

G S:

CLC:

This depends on the members as they get
older. I think they have sufficient interest to
remain fans. At present most being young
are liable to too much inconsistency.
Probably a good group will result in a few
years time. . .it depends too on the strength
of the Society.

I was pretty dazed as I had not previously
had contact with such affairs. I was for a
while mystified as to the reason for the
Conference,
being
ignorant
of
the
circumstances leading up to it. Was surprised
to see so much accomplished in such a short
time.

OBS:

Do you think the revived FSS will be
successful?

G S:

Yes!

OBS:

What do you think of fan magazines?

G S:

Generally very good. I think they are more
important when we can't get promags.

OBS:

Do you think there are too many fan mags in
Australia?

G S:

I think that a few good magazines unopposed
and ready to co-operate would be better than
what we have at present. Also they should be
only a secondary interest.

OBS:

Have you ever met any active fans outside of
the Sydney Futurians?

G S:

No, only a few casuals.

OBS:

Which is the most important field of
endeavour in Australian fandom in your
opinion?

G S:

Both magazines and the club have an equal
place in fandom provided there's not an
excessive number of either.

OBS:

Do you think there are too many fan mags in
Australia?

CLC:

I would not say that. The more magazines
there are the more interest there is in them.
The bad ones just drop out. After all these
too help in the improvement of science
fiction.

OBS:

What do you think of the Sydcon?

CLC:

I know very little about it. However, these
seem to be very unsettled times in which to
hold a Convention. With regard to the
Convention Committee – it is up to Vol to
decide who are its members. Two on the
committee
is
insufficient
for
its
management. The whole idea should be put
up to the FSS and see how things go – it
should
have been
put before
the
Society for Discussion in the first place.

Those were the main questions put to ClaC and
his answers are recorded here for the benefit of all
Australian fandom.

OBS: When you first came into contact with
Sydney fandom were you surprised to find it
had been carried on for so long? Did you
have any idea as to the existence of fan clubs
& mags?

And that was the Stone interview. May we
venture to point out however, Graham, that your
answers to the fifth and last questions are contradictory,
What have you to say?

0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0-0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0–0
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OBSERVER OBSERVES
Herewith an advertising section under the disguise of fan
magazine reviews. Well, not quite an advertising section in that we
do not print the price of the mags advertised. Don't feel sore if
yours is not there. We don't know what's going to be advertised –
oops, reviewed – yet. . .and perhaps 'twill be finished on another
machine. First Column will be Aussie mags – the Second Column
will be American and British magazines.
Cosmos:-

The ever changing magazine edited
by Vol Molesworth. 'Tis at present
14 pages per issue with letters,
fiction, articles or what-have-you each issue. A
noticeable improvement is the introduction of
colour-printing. The next issue is due in February
and will carry a large percentage of letters if what
we are told is anything to judge by. Editorial address
is “Del Monte”, Kangaroo Pt. Road, Sylvania,
N.S.W.

Spaceways:-

is now celebrating its second
anniversary with an extra-large issue
and material from the pros – many
of the pros. You have no need to be told of course,
and that harry Warner Jr. is its editor and that the
publishing house is 303 Bryan Place, Hagerstown,
Maryland, USA. Don't miss a single issue of this real
fan mag.

prints articles, fiction, etc.,
and appears about quarterly
from 183 Domain Road,
South Yarra, S.E.1., Melbourne, Victoria. Wog
Hockley and Keith Taylor are its editors. Covers are
hektoed and reading matter is mimeod.

brainchild of Bob Tucker is also
celebrating its second anniversary
without, however, material from pro
authors. The latter statement is a favourite boast of
Tucker's, but don't be put off the mag. . .The
residents of Bloomington, Illinois, USA are quite
used to anything that happens to the owner of Box
260...

Melbourne Bulletin:-

Science Fiction Fan:-

Interrupting the ads to continue Ron Levy's letter;
“But now I'm beginning to wonder if it isn't a
pseudonym. There's so many pseudo-things running
around these days. I am now waiting on Vol's official
statement re Futurian Press!“

Stardust:-

Austra-Fantasy:-

Comes from the same
editors at the same address
but prints more news and
articles than anything else. Is well worth
subscription and is turning monthly with next issue.
Also prints a number of letters and very interesting
all round.

Zeus (official):-

is under the editorship of
B. Levy at “Domremy”, 18
Dudley Street, Coogee,
Sydney, N.S.W. Prints general and miscellaneous
material and gets a good selection of this. . .Zeus is
in for improvements. Artwork is done by Bruce
Sawyer and Roma Castellari. . .Contributors include
William D. Veney, Bruce Sawyer, Vol Molesworth
and Warwick Hockley.
Zeus (pseudo):-

“Imitation is the sincerest
form of flattery.”

And yet another little reminder about Moxon's
“Imaginative Stories”. 9d per copy. Address – C/YMCA, Edward Street, Brisbane, Queensland.
Semi-pro.

Le Zombie:-

A really superb magazine it's hektoed but what
hektoing!! It surpasses a lot
of the mimeoing we've seen in the past few years
and the illustrations that go with it! They too, are
superb... But that's not all!!! SFF offers one of the
best arrays of material we know. Occasionally it
appears in mimeographed from – and there is no
decline in the quality of the printing! Editor Olon F.
Wiggins resides at 3214 Champa, Denver, Colorado,
U.S.A.
slick semipro has been temporarily
suspended.

Futurian War Digest:- is one of England's few
remaining fan mags, but it's
well-worth having. . .prints
all types of material but is generally interesting.
Editor is J. Michael Rosenblum of 4 Grange Terrace,
Chapeltown, Leeds 7, England.
Fantasy War Bulletin:- is the only other British mag
we have been receiving, but
we do get it regularly...
Material consists of letters always interesting. CS
Youd is its editor.
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